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GENERAL DIFFERENCE SCHEMES WITH INTRINSICPARALLELISM FOR SEMILINEAR PARABOLIC SYSTEMS OFDIVERGENCE TYPE�1)Yu-lin Zhou Guang-wei Yuan(Laboratory of Computational Physis, Center of Nonlinear Studies, Institute of AppliedPhysis and Computational Mathematis, P.O. Box 8009, Beijing 100088, China)AbstratIn this paper the general �nite di�erene shemes with intrinsi parallelism forthe boundary value problem of the semilinear paraboli system of divergene typewith bounded oeÆients are onstruted, and the existene and uniqueness of thedi�erene solution for the general shemes are proved. And the onvergene ofthe solutions of the di�erene shemes to the generalized solution of the originalboundary value problem of the semilinear paraboli system is obtained. The multi-dimensional problems are also studied.Key words: Di�erene sheme, Intrinsi parallelism, Semilinear paraboli system,Convergene. 1. IntrodutionIn [1℄ and [2℄ the general �nite di�erene shemes having the intrinsi harater ofparallelism for the boundary value problems of the nonlinear paraboli system of gen-eral form (i.e., non-divergene type) are disussed under the assumption that there isan unique smooth solution for the original problem. In [3℄ and [4℄ the boundary valueproblems of the one-dimensional quasilinear paraboli system and multi-dimensionalsemilinear paraboli system of non-divergene type with bounded measurable oeÆ-ients are solved by the �nite di�erene methods of general shemes with intrinsiparallelism. In these papers the general di�erene shemes with intrinsi parallelismare onstruted by taking the di�erene approximations for the derivatives of seondorder to be in general the various linear ombinations of the four kinds of di�erenequotients: the sheme ahead, the bakward sheme, the sheme on the top over ofthe grid, and the downward sheme. Sine the parameters in the onstrution of thegeneral di�erene shemes have large degree of freedom, in [5℄ some pratial di�er-ene shemes are obtained by suitablely hoiing these parameters for the nonlinearparaboli systems of non-divergene type. The time steplength for these di�erene� Reeived August 4, 1997.1)The projet is supported by the National Natural Siene Foundation of China and the Fundationof CAEP No. 9506081 and 960686.



338 Y.L. ZHOU AND G.W. YUANshemes an be taken at least 8k times the time steplength for the fully expliit �nitedi�erene shemes (k an be any positive integer).In this paper we solve the boundary value problems of the semilinear parabolisystem of divergene type with bounded measurable oeÆients by the �nite di�er-ene methods of general shemes with intrinsi parallelism. The existene, uniquenessand onvergene of the disrete vetor solution for the general shemes with intrinsiparallelism are proved. Moreover, we an get some pratial shemes with intrinsiparallelism by suitablely hoiing the parameters in the general shemes. For these dif-ferene shemes, the time steplength an be taken at least 8k times the time steplengthfor the fully expliit �nite di�erene shemes (k an be any positive integer), providedthat the disontinuity of the oeÆient matrix of the paraboli system does not ourat the interfae of the domain deomposition. In the setions 2{6, we onsider thease of one-dimensional problems. In the setion 7 the multi-dimensional problems aredisussed. 2. Di�erene Shemes with Intrinsi ParallelismLet us now onsider the boundary value problems for the semilinear paraboli sys-tems of seond order of the formut = (A(x; t)ux)x +B(x; t; u)ux + f(x; t; u) (1)where u(x; t) = (u1(x; t); � � � ; um(x; t)) is the m-dimensional vetor unknown funtion(m � 1), ut = �u�t , ux = �u�x are the orresponding vetor derivatives. The matrixA(x; t) is an m � m positive de�nite oeÆient matrix, and B(x; t; u) is the m � mmatrix, and f(x; t; u) is the m-dimensional vetor funtion. Let us onsider in theretangular domain QT = f0 � x � l, 0 � t � Tg with l > 0 and T > 0, the problemfor the systems (1) with the boundary value onditionu(0; t) = u(l; t) = 0 (2)and the initial value ondition u(x; 0) = '(x) (3)where '(x) is a given m-dimensional vetor funtion of variable x 2 [0; l℄.Suppose that the following onditions are ful�lled.(I) For any �xed u 2 Rm, A(x; t), B(x; t; u) and f(x; t; u) are bounded measurablefuntions with respet to (x; t) 2 QT ; for any �xed (x; t) 2 QT , B(x; t; u) and f(x; t; u)are ontinuous with respet to u 2 Rm; for any �xed x 2 [0; l℄, A(x; t) is m � msymmetri matrix and is Lipshtiz ontinuous with respet to t 2 [0; T ℄; and jA(x; t)j �A0, where A0 is a onstant; and there are onstants A1 > 0, B0 > 0; C > 0 suh thatjAt(x; t)j � A1, jB(x; t; u)j � B0, jf(x; t; u)j � jf(x; t; 0)j + Cjuj.(II) There is a onstant �0 > 0, suh that, for any vetor � 2 Rm, and for (x; t) 2QT , (�;A(x; t)�) � �0j�j2


